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Featuring more than a dozen songs of late 1990s galija, the compilation brings a reminder of the mid-90's better days. If the years 1995 to 1998 were not enough of a time when the band was at its best with more melodic tunes, vocal harmonies and catchy tunes, the new-found determination to experiment with influences from
folk, punk, country etc. from 1994 till present time, makes these odds and ends a little more pleasant to listen to. social review comments Review Permalink Posted Sunday, April 15, 2018 Review this album Report (Review #1548790) As stated on the beginning of this review, it is fair to mention here that, as good as some of the
material from these releases is, the time lost being half a time on a plane in the 1990s, was sadly rewarded with a few years of bad material from 1994 till 2001. Once the band re-bounded, they would focus on quality material with adventurous sounds rather than broad experimentations.This release is a bit of a cross between a
return to the Galija of early 1990's mixed with some of the later material of late 1990's with some Black Sabbath riffs in "Sleeping Child" and "Nebo me stoi" (Next Stop....). "Sleeping Child" is really nice, in fact the most pleasant tune on the disc. It's the only Galija song that doesn't sound like a cheap cover of something else, but

that's mainly because of the song's nice acoustic sound. "Nebo me stoi" is another excellent tune that even featured upon the label's new line-up compilation in 1989. The presentation is not perfect though, as there are other covers of this tune as well as other Galija material used to be published in the early 1980's.
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